


Monday     



Revisit and Revise

came

snake amaze

takemade

/a-e/

escape



“ (off by) heart words” Which is the tricky 
bit in this word?

Common Exception  Words. 

he she

myby

me



Practise reading these 
alien words. 

jib

chaip

shom

sperk

My turn ...
Together ...
Your turn 

...

Smooth 
blend

Word building



Revisit and Revise
Practise reading 
the phase 2 3 

and 5  
graphemes. 



Is there anything else we 
need to revise?



Say it!
Look at it.

Say it to the 
window, the door, 

the floor.
Look at it.

Todays 
learning is….

ai
ay
a-e
a



Teach
Look at the grapheme. 

These graphemes can come at the beginning, 
middle or end of words.

Teach

ai
ay
a-e
a



Teach

We are learning the different ways of blending and 

segmenting words that contain the phoneme ‘ai’.



Teach

chain

spray

flame

acorn



Practise reading these 
words. 

crayon

explain

apron

shade

train

player

My turn ...
Together ...
Your turn 

...

Smooth 
blend

Word building

game



Reading Sentences

The girl had fun playing the game.

The rain was spraying on the road.

The snake had to wait for the start 
of the race .

Apply



Listen to the words. Your teacher will spell the wpords on the board 
using the different graphemes. Which grapheme do you think is correct? 
Which looks right? Go and stand by the grapheme in your classroom. 

Go and Stand  

Write the sentence…

Look at the correct spelling. Were you 
right? Do you notice any patterns?



Write the sentence.



Monday Afternoon 





Tuesday  



Revisit and Revise

even

complete extreme

themethese

/e-e/

concede



“ (off by) heart words” Which is the tricky 
bit in this word?

Common Exception  Words. 

he she

myby

me



Practise reading these 
alien words. 

esp

kear

morb

splerg

My turn ...
Together ...
Your turn 

...

Smooth 
blend

Word building



Revisit and Revise
Practise reading 
the phase 2 3 

and 5  
graphemes. 



Is there anything else we 
need to revise?



Say it!
Look at it.

Say it to the 
window, the door, 

the floor.
Look at it.

Todays 
learning is….

ee
ea
ey
e-e
e



Teach
Look at the grapheme. 

These graphemes can come at the beginning, 
middle or end of words.

Teach

ee
ea
ey
e-e
e



Teach

We are learning the different ways of blending and 

segmenting words that contain the phoneme ‘ee’.



Teach

sleep

cream

donkey

theme

she



Practise reading these 
words. 

complete

repeat

chimney

frequent

screech

trolley

My turn ...
Together ...
Your turn 

...

Smooth 
blend

Word building

cheat



Reading Sentences

The boy had green sweets for a treat.

The donkey enjoyed being on the beach.

Is number sixteen odd or even?

Apply



Listen to the words. Your teacher will spell the wpords on the board 
using the different graphemes. Which grapheme do you think is correct? 
Which looks right? Go and stand by the grapheme in your classroom. 

Go and Stand  

Write the sentence…

Look at the correct spelling. Were you 
right? Do you notice any patterns?





Tuesday Afternoon 



Practise blending words 



Wednesday



Revisit and Revise

like

slide invite

shinetime

/i-e/



“ (off by) heart words” Which is the tricky 
bit in this word?

Common Exception  Words. 

he she

myby

me



Practise reading these 
alien words. 

gret

snabe

floim

splue

My turn ...
Together ...
Your turn 

...

Smooth 
blend

Word building



Revisit and Revise
Practise reading the 

graphemes on          
your big cat chart 
with your partner. 

Revisit



Say it!
Look at it.

Say it to the 
window, the door, 

the floor.
Look at it.

Todays 
learning is….

igh
ie
i-e
i
y



Teach
Look at the grapheme. 

These graphemes can come at the beginning, 
middle or end of words.

Teach

igh
ie
i-e
i
y



Teach

We are learning the different ways of blending and 

segmenting words that contain the phoneme ‘igh’.



Teach

fright

tried

smile

find

fly



Practise reading these 
words. 

prize

spy

cried

while

night

unkind

My turn ...
Together ...
Your turn 

...

Smooth 
blend

Word building

mind



Reading Sentences

The boy was behind the girl in the line .

The sun tried to shine in the sky.

Can you remind me what time we go 
outside to play? 

Apply



Listen to the words. Your teacher will spell the wpords on the board 
using the different graphemes. Which grapheme do you think is correct? 
Which looks right? Go and stand by the grapheme in your classroom. 

Go and Stand  

Write the sentence…

Look at the correct spelling. Were you 
right? Do you notice any patterns?





Wednesday Afternoon 



Thursday



Revisit and Revise

bone

stone explode

wokenote

/o-e/



“ (off by) heart words” Which is the tricky 
bit in this word?

Common Exception  Words. 

he she

myby

me



Practise reading these 
alien words. 

nerg

strigh

pilk

prawl

My turn ...
Together ...
Your turn 

...

Smooth 
blend

Word building



Revisit and Revise
Practise reading the 

graphemes on          
your big cat chart 
with your partner. 

Revisit



Say it!
Look at it.

Say it to the 
window, the door, 

the floor.
Look at it.

Todays 
learning is….

ai
ay
a-e
a



Teach
Look at the grapheme. 

These graphemes can come at the beginning, 
middle or end of words.

Teach

ai
ay
a-e
a



Teach

We are learning the different ways of blending and 

segmenting words that contain the phoneme ‘ai’.



Teach

chain

spray

flame

acorn



Practise reading these 
words. 

cleaner

thrower

helper

performer

teacher

runner

My turn ...
Together ...
Your turn 

...

Smooth 
blend

Word building

player



Reading Sentences

It is unlucky to go under a ladder.

Can you unfold the towel please?

It is unsafe to play near the pond. 

Apply



Listen to the words. Your teacher will spell the wpords on the board 
using the different graphemes. Which grapheme do you think is correct? 
Which looks right? Go and stand by the grapheme in your classroom. 

Go and Stand  

Write the sentence…

Look at the correct spelling. Were you 
right? Do you notice any patterns?





Thursday Afternoon 



Match the un- words to 
their meaning.



Friday



Revisit and Revise

June

cube tube

fluterude

/u-e/

computer



“ (off by) heart words” Which is the tricky 
bit in this word?

Common Exception  Words. 

he she

myby

me



Practise reading these 
alien words. 

flid

pouck

cheeg

drize

My turn ...
Together ...
Your turn 

...

Smooth 
blend

Word building



Revisit and Revise
Practise reading the 

graphemes on          
your big cat chart 
with your partner. 

Revisit



Say it!
Look at it.

Say it to the 
window, the door, 

the floor.
Look at it.

Todays 
learning is….

ai
ay
a-e
a



Teach
Look at the grapheme. 

These graphemes can come at the beginning, 
middle or end of words.

Teach

ai
ay
a-e
a



Teach

We are learning the different ways of blending and 

segmenting words that contain the phoneme ‘ai’.



Teach

chain

spray

flame

acorn



Practise reading these 
words. 

undo

unpaid

catcher

untrue

uneven

cleaner

My turn ...
Together ...
Your turn 

...

Smooth 
blend

Word building

teacher

Cover the word and 
reveal it 1 sound at a 

time. As you see a sound 
say it and add it to what 
you have read already.



Reading Sentences

Can a robber unlock a window?

Will a runner unpack his case?

Can a goalkeeper untie his boot 
laces? 

Apply



Listen to the words. Your teacher will spell the wpords on the board 
using the different graphemes. Which grapheme do you think is correct? 
Which looks right? Go and stand by the grapheme in your classroom. 

Go and Stand  

Write the sentence…

Look at the correct spelling. Were you 
right? Do you notice any patterns?



Friday Afternoon 



Read the un- and –er
words. 



Well done! See you tomorrow.




